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Physical Education Sports and Activities: Racquetball

ACROSS
2.    The “P” in USPRA  
6.    The primary tool of the racquetball player 
8.   The line that runs five feet in front of the short line
9.    The lob is a _____ serve than the power serve 
11.    Length of the court in feet 
13.    The line that runs parallel to the front wall  
14.   Type of bounce where the ball is hit with full strength 
20.   Stroke often used for ceiling shots  
21.    One important type of serve
22.   ____ and experienced players must wear protective eye 

gear

DOWN
1.   A specialized serve 
3.   Decade of the 20th century when racquetball originated 
4.   Points can only be earned by this player 
5.   A serve which is impossible to return
7.   The cost in dollars of an inexpensive racquet
10.    This fault is a serving error  
11.   A ball should hit this wall first  
12.   Type of serve that is hit to the top of the front wall 
15.   Sometimes the ceiling is considered the fifth one
16.    Stroke with the top of the hand facing the ball 
17.    Error when two successive faults are committed
18.    Service areas formed by lines 18” away from side walls 
19.    Stroke with the palm of the hand facing the ball and is 

easier than the backhand stroke

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

CROSSWORD   RACQUETBALL
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Physical Education Sports and Activities: Racquetball

WORD SEARCH  RACQUETBALL

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________

Racquetball

Strokes

Forehand

Court

Serve

Volley

Ace

Handout

Lob

Killshot

Garments

Player

Ball

Find these words in the above puzzle. Circle the words.

Zee

Overhand

Rules

Tennis

Points

Zone
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WORD SCRAMBLE  RACQUETBALL

Name: _________________________________________    Date: ________________


